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Soviet Mathematics—Doklady

This journal contains the entire pure mathematics section of the Doklady Akademii
Nauk SSSR in translation. It appears six times a year, each bimonthly issue corresponding to
one volume of the Soviet Doklady. (The Doklady Akademii Nauk SSSR is issued three
times a month, six issues constituting a volume.)

Notices of the American Mathematical Society

This journal announces the programs of the meetings of the Society. It carries the abstracts
of all contributed papers presented at the meetings of the Society and publishes news items of
interest to mathematical scientists.

All communications should be addressed to the Editor, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, Rhode
Island 02904. News items and insertions for each issue must be in the hands of the editor on or
before the deadline for the abstracts for papers to be presented at the meetings announced in
that issue. These deadlines are published regularly on the back of the title page.

Mathematics of Computation

A journal devoted to original papers in numerical analysis, the application of numerical
methods and high-speed calculator devices, the computation of mathematical tables, the theory
of high-speed calculating devices and other aids to computation. In addition it publishes reviews
and notes in these and related fields.

Mathematical Reviews

This journal is devoted to abstracts and reviews of the current mathematical literature of
the world. Two volumes will be published in 1967, Volume 33 and Volume 34. Each volume
will consist of 6 regular issues plus an index issue. In each regular issue the abstracts and reviews

are grouped under subject headings. Publication began in 1940.

New Publications

This quarterly contains listings of new and forthcoming mathematical titles. Included are
listings of recent reprints, lecture notes, new journals, journals in microform, and addresses of
book, journal and microform publishers. Information to be included in the journal should be
addressed to: New Publications, P.O. Box 6248, Providence, Rhode Island 02904.
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